An Elephant Quest

Tsavo, Amboseli, Samburu, Mara
Chris Brennan, an old safari hand & wildlife film veteran, who’s love & knowledge of the wild is an inspiration to many. Chris, a seasoned wildlife expert, has been the main guide for cheetah’s on the last 6 Big Cat Diary’s documentaries, as well BBC’s “The Truth about Lions”, Walt Disney’s Africa Cats and other documentaries such as Human Planet. A brilliant photographer himself, Chris enjoys sharing his knowledge with his guests and ensuring they get the best out of their safari shots.
Your Trip

$9,200 per person sharing

- Private Guide throughout,
- Full board accommodation,
- Shared accommodation at Ithumba, Tawi, Sarara and Speke's,
  - Park/conservancy fees,
    - Game drives,
  - Bush meals, sundowners,
    - Chartered flights,
    - Scheduled flights,
      - Transfers,
    - DWST Foresting,
      - AMREF.
12th Jan - OLOLO LODGE – One night

The Ololo team will meet you and transfer you to Ololo in Nairobi National Park. Rest up for the night, before your Elephant Quest begins in the morning.

**HIGHLIGHTS**

- Four of the Big Five can be seen inside the Nairobi National Park.

- Over 400 bird species in & around the park.

- Nairobi National Park is the only National Park within the a city.
**13th - 14th Jan - ITHUMBA CAMP – Two nights**

A beautiful chartered flight takes you out of Nairobi and onto the vast wilderness of Tsavo. A stunning part of the country, have your first glimpse of these gentle giants, as you make your way to morning feeding time with the orphan elephants.

**HIGHLIGHTS**

- Visit the elephant orphans twice a day, here you can enjoy the midday mud-baths and feeding the elephant orphans!

- Fantastic views of the Yatta Plateau – the longest lava flow in the world – a vastly unique landscape, on a clear day, one can spot Mt. Kilimanjaro.
A short flight takes you to Amboseli in the shadows of Mt. Kilimanjaro. Watch as large elephants herds frequent the watering hole in front of the lodge.

**HIGHLIGHTS**
- Home to Kenya’s largest elephant herds
- Witness over 50 mammal species in the area
- Wake up to glorious views of Mt. Kilimanjaro
- An ‘Eco-Warrior Award’ Winner 2016
17th – 19th Jan - SARARA – Three nights

Off to the wilds of northern Kenya next, breath-taking scenery and authentic culture are the order of the day. A magnificent spot in a gorgeous part of the country.

**HIGHLIGHTS**
- Visit the ‘Singing Wells’ an ancient tradition of the Samburu people, a rare sight as the event has never been documented.
- Watch from the lodge, elephants come to the nearby watering hole.
- Lounge in infinity pool which overlooks the African wilderness
  - Set in the Namunyak Wildlife Conservancy, 850,000 acres of pristine wilderness
20th – 22nd Jan - SPEKE’S CAMP – Three nights

A comfortable tented camp on the edge of the Maasai Mara, Speke’s offers flexibility and a ‘home from home’ atmosphere. Enjoy a range of game viewing sights, from the small & unusual to the large gentle giants.

**HIGHLIGHTS**
- Speke’s Camp is surrounded some of the best game-viewing spots in the Mara.
- The camp location allows a completely secluded and private location.
- Set out for bush breakfast, picnic lunches and beautiful sundowners.